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Introduction and Welcome 
Welcome to the strategic planning process for Southern Utah University. We are fortunate to 
work at an institution and in an environment that values shared governance. Within that shared 
governance context, an institution’s strategic planning process serves at the heart of a unified 
effort to create and implement a clear direction for the institution’s future, as well as a clear 
picture of what that future should be. As we begin this process of defining the future direction of 
the institution, we plan to engage all stakeholders and look forward to working together 
collectively. 
 
As we (the collective “we” including all stakeholders) complete this work together, this 
guidebook is shared with you to help you better understand the strategic planning process and 
find ways to engage in this effort. This process will be led by a small committee which will 
engage all areas of campus. So, please don’t sit back and wonder what the future will look like. 
This is your opportunity to engage in and help shape the future of Southern Utah University and 
the students it serves.  
 
This guidebook is divided into several sections.  Each section is outlined below, with a timeline 
showing an estimated time when each phase will begin as well as a brief introduction to each 
phase. 
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A Phased Approach for Crafting an SUU Strategic Plan 
 
The Beginning (October 2020)  
 
Under the direction of the President and working with the Cabinet, the Faculty Senate, the Staff 
Association, the Student Association, the Board of Trustees, and other elements of the shared 
governance structure, a small committee will be formed to coordinate this work. This effort to 
develop an institution’s strategy will be closely linked with an effort to create a facilities master 
plan, as such a subcommittee for this work will be formed as well. As part of beginning the 
process, campus stakeholders will be invited to participate in the strategic planning process and 
receive a copy of this guidebook. 
 
Phase One: The SUU Mission (October/November 2020) 
 
In phase one, stakeholders will be invited to review the mission statements for regional 
universities in the state of Utah (as defined by the Utah System of Higher Education) as well as 
all mission statements found throughout SUU (Division, College, School, Area, and other). In 
this review, they will be invited to evaluate all mission statements to see if they clearly define the 
purpose of that part of SUU, who it serves, and why it exists. During this phase stakeholders will 
have the opportunity to suggest modifications to SUU’s mission statement as well as all other 
mission statements found throughout the university. Also during this phase all stakeholders are 
invited to review the historical enrollment trends, demographics, academic and student affairs 
programming, and all other areas of the institution to see how well SUU is currently fulfilling its 
mission. 
 
Phase Two: The SUU Vision (December 2020) 
 
Phase two begins the work of planning the future. All stakeholders will be invited to help craft a 
vision statement that outlines where the University intends to be. Although many elements of 
the vision statement will have long-term implications for the institution, at this point we will make 
sure the vision statement clearly articulates where the institution intends to be within the timeline 
of the strategic plan (which will likely end up being the period from 2021-2025). This phase will 
also include the beginning effort to identify the key metrics by which SUU will know if it is inching 
closer to fulfilling its vision or if it has yet to make progress. This vision should include a clear 
picture of how SUU will set itself apart from similar institutions and how it will be distinctive. This 
vision should also outline how the university will increase its efforts to create sustainable models 
(financial, academic, environmental, social, etc…) to ensure its long term success. 
 
Phase Three: Building SUU’s Institutional Strategy (January/February 2020) 
 
Phase three includes identifying the gaps between where the university is now and where it 
hopes to be as outlined in its vision statement. This phase will include a clear review of 
institutional data and shortcomings in the data points relative to achieving the institution’s vision. 
Once those gaps are identified, the university, collectively, will create a plan (that is strategic) 
and outline the actions the institution will take to move closer to fulfilling its vision. 
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Epilogue: Building a Culture of Strategic Thinking and Operational Effectiveness (March 2020 
and Beyond) 
 
Through this process SUU will have verified, modified, and updated its mission to reflect a clear 
picture of who it serves and why it exists. SUU will have a clear vision of what it hopes to 
become. SUU will also have a clear strategy that will identify the bold moves the institution will 
take to reshape its work and reframe its outcomes. These plans and actions are shaped within 
the context in which SUU operates. Once this is complete, the work of implementation begins. 
This includes enhancing a culture that is both responsive to new information and true to its 
planned strategy. Nurturing this culture is the real work of strategic planning and implementation 
and will be an effort that lasts throughout and beyond the timeframe for this newly created 
strategic plan. 
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The Beginning (October 2020)  
 
Under the direction of the President and working with the Cabinet, the Faculty Senate, the Staff 
Association, the Student Association, the Board of Trustees, and other elements of the shared 
governance process, a small committee will be formed to coordinate this work. This effort to 
develop an institution’s strategy will be closely linked with an effort to create a facilities master 
plan, as such a subcommittee for this work will be formed as well. As part of beginning the 
process, campus stakeholders will be invited to participate in the strategic planning process and 
receive a copy of this guidebook. 

Engaging the SUU Community 
 
The work of selecting a committee to lead the strategic planning process provides ample 
opportunities for inclusion and is incredibly fraught with unintended exclusion. Many factors 
need to be considered when forming the committee to ensure that it essentially represents all 
stakeholders of the institution and also ensures it is a committee that is of reasonable size to 
ensure it can work effectively together and accomplish the work it is charged to complete.  
 
One method of finding these balances is to intentionally state, upfront, that the committee is not 
a deciding body, but a hub of information and coordination. The committee's efforts should be 
focused on collecting input from constituents and stakeholders, working collaboratively to make 
sure that input is framed in meaningful ways so that it becomes part of the conversation, and 
that the shared narrative that comes out of the committee effectively represents the ideas that 
the stakeholders shared with the committee members. In this work, committee members must 
balance the need to represent the groups from which they were selected with the ideas that 
come from all other stakeholders of the institution. Decision and deliberation should work toward 
consensus and integration, rather than isolation and fragmentation. 
 
The work of the committee is to create narrative statements that balance the context in which 
SUU operates with the future it hopes to create. This is really challenging work. To accomplish 
this, committee members must be in continuous contact with those they are tasked to represent 
and this discourse must be two-ways, introducing the stakeholders’ ideas to the committee and 
representing the committee’s discussions to the stakeholders. The initial structure of the 
committee will be as follows, although others may be invited to join as this work progresses. 
 
Committee Co-Chairs: 
 Jon Anderson, Provost 

Trisha Robertson, Staff Association President  
Bill Heyborne, Faculty Senate President  
Nouman Kante, SUUSA President 

 
Committee Members: 

At Large Faculty Senators (2) 
Staff Association Board Members (2) 
At Large Student Representatives (3) 
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At Large Representatives from the Faculty (3) 
At Large Representatives from the Staff (3) 
Representatives from the Alumni/Community (2) 
Representative from the Board of Trustees (1) 
Representatives from President’s Cabinet (2) 
Representatives from Dean’s Council (1) 
Athletics Representative (1) 
Representative from Online and/or Continuing Education (1) 
Representative from International Education (1) 

 
While this committee is relatively small to represent the extent of the stakeholders across the 
institution, the work of the committee will be focused on collecting information from a variety of 
sources including, but not limited to, the following: 
 
SUU Board of Trustees 
President’s Cabinet/Council 
Faculty Senate 
Staff Association 
SUU Student Association 
Various Community Organizations (Iron County Leadership Group) 
Advisory Boards 
 
These groups work to ensure that their voice is represented in the work of the core committee. 
Committee members should communicate often with those they represent and frequently 
enough to make sure they are informed sufficiently to share the voice of those they represent 
with clarity. 
 
While the work of the committee will focus on institutional-level issues, ideas emanating from the 
committee will be shared openly and widely with the SUU community. In this effort, it is 
anticipated that each member of the SUU community will have multiple avenues to engage in 
the process.  
 
For example, members of the faculty, staff, or student body could: 
 

● Engage directly with the work of the committee when ideas are shared across the 
campus (via shared documents or emails),  

● Discuss ideas with their faculty senator or representative on the staff association or 
student association,  

● Engage in conversation with their at-large faculty, staff, or student member on the 
committee,  

● Speak with an administrator directly so that their voice can work its way up through the 
administrative channels, or 

● Any combination of those options.  
 
All members of the SUU community have multiple ways to share their ideas and their voice in 
the process. The committee’s work, indeed its very nature, will be iterative and collaborative as 
it narrows its focus in each phase.  
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One tool that will assist in engaging the SUU community in this effort is the worksheet found in 
Appendix A. This worksheet is intended to be used by all members of the SUU community to 
help each of us understand how and when to engage in this institutional planning effort. 
 
Once the committee comes to a point that they have some sense of an outcome (a draft mission 
statement, vision statement, or strategy), these statements will be shared widely for comment 
and modification and then worked up through the various shared governance entities and then 
to the Cabinet and to the President and on to the Board of Trustees for final approval. 

The Shadow Work 
 
While this committee will work on the future direction of the University, it is fully anticipated that 
this work will be mirrored in each division, area, college, school, association, department, and 
unit throughout the campus. Aligning the work of all parts of the SUU campus to ensure that we 
are all working in the same direction is a critical part of this process. In fact, some of the most 
influential work won’t be at the level of the SUU committee, but at the level of department, 
college, school, area, or division committees that begin to shape the actions they need to take 
to help the institution achieve its vision. Indeed, it is hoped, encouraged, and intended for each 
area to shadow the work that is being accomplished on the institutional level and create 
strategies and actions that will help accomplish the vision of the institution.  

The Context 
 

Although many definitions for a mission or vision statement exist, the Society for Human 
Resource Management provides a clear delineation between the two.  “A mission statement is a 1

concise explanation of the organization's reason for existence. It describes the organization's 
purpose and its overall intention... A vision statement looks forward and creates a mental image 
of the ideal state that the organization wishes to achieve.” Both statements are essential for an 
institution to develop and use as a guide in decision-making. In phase one of SUU’s strategic 
planning process, we will review the context in which SUU operates and evaluate its current 
mission statement. This context is represented (although not fully complete) in the image below. 
 

1 
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/hr-qa/pages/isthereadifferencebetweenacom
pany%E2%80%99smission,visionandvaluestatements.aspx - Extracted 21 SEP 2020 
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Beginning at the top, SUU produces a significant number of metrics it reports to outside entities. 
These include IPEDS (IPEDS is the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System) , 2

Reports to the Utah System of Higher Education, and Institutional and Program rankings (from a 
variety of sources). These are noted here to frame the context in which we can evaluate the 
institution’s mission statement. We will be evaluated based on these metrics, so integrating 
them into all of our analysis and planning will prove helpful to the institution.  
 
On the left side of the image is the Utah System of Higher Education (placed here to represent 
the legislature and all other state entities SUU works with and receives funding from). As we 
develop a mission statement it is essential to ensure that SUU is focused on fulfilling the 
mission as outlined by the Utah Board of Higher Education. That is the board that gives SUU its 
ability to deliver higher education in the state and is a determining body in allocating and 
supporting funding for SUU.  
 
On the right side, we have a number of entities within SUU that have current mission statements 
that clearly identify why they exist and who they serve. There is a tendency, in a strategic 
planning process, to believe that these statements must be rewritten as part of the process. This 
certainly is not a complete view of the strategic planning process. These existing statements are 
a part of the organization’s ecosystem, and play a key role in defining the mission of the 
institution, and representing a need the institution has or had at one point. So these statements 
should feed into the development and review of the mission statement as well as be molded to 
fit what a new institutional mission statement represents. 
 
The box on the bottom represents the competitor, collaborator and market force elements that 
are part of SUU’s context. SUU is one of four regional institutions within the Utah System of 
Higher Education and as such often competes and collaborates with other regional institutions 
as well as research institutions, technical colleges, and a host of civic, business, and other 
organizations. The market in which SUU operates shifts on a regular basis.  Recent shifts 

2 https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/about-ipeds - Extracted 21Sep2020 
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include the invasion of the for-profit university, the expansion of the research university, a 
shifting market for high school graduates, an anticipated decrease in high school graduates, and 
a push to give higher education access to a much broader audience (non-completers, 
nontraditional students, and a variety of other student demographics).  
 
In summary, this graphic represents the idea that SUU cannot create an institutional mission 
statement from scratch and the university and its stakeholders will be best served in the long 
run studying these influences and building a plan that effectively navigates the complex 
environment in which SUU operates. 
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Phase One: The SUU Mission (October/November 2020) 
 
In phase one, stakeholders will be invited to review the mission statements for regional 
universities in the state of Utah (as defined by the Utah System of Higher Education) as well as 
all mission statements found throughout the institution (Division, College, School, Area and 
other). In this review, they will be invited to evaluate all mission statements to see if they clearly 
define the purpose of that part of SUU, who it serves, and why it exists. During this phase 
stakeholders will have the opportunity to suggest modifications to SUU’s mission statement as 
well as all other mission statements found throughout the university. Also during this phase all 
stakeholders are invited to review the historical enrollment trends, demographics, academic and 
student affairs programming, and all other areas of the institution to see how well the SUU is 
currently fulfilling its mission. 

The SUU Mission Statement 
 
SUU has a long history of mission or purpose statements that have served as a guide for 
institutional decision making. These statements have varied over time as the university has 
shifted its focus and moved from a dependent branch campus through a branch agricultural 
college, to a college (many decades ago), to a university. A brief overview of these shifts in 
mission statements is found in Appendix B. 
 
Building on this history, as we look to the future it is important to recognize that SUU does not 
operate in a vacuum and many decisions about SUU’s future are made outside the walls of the 
institution. As a regional institution in the Utah System of Higher Education, SUU’s mission is in 
part determined by Utah’s Board of Higher Education. In the Board meeting on August 21, 2020, 
the following statements were presented for the role and mission of regional institutions in the 
Utah System of Higher Education (based on legislative action) :  3

 
REGIONAL UNIVERSITY Statutory Role (53B-16-101): Provide career and technical 
education, undergraduate associate and baccalaureate degrees, and select master’s 
degree programs to fill regional demands.  4

 
This mission statement for the regional university sector was accompanied by a policy 
statement from the Utah System of Higher Education. 
 

Policy Role (R312): The regional university’s role is to provide open-access academic 
and career and technical education, undergraduate associate and baccalaureate 
programs and select graduate degree programs to fill regional or state workforce 
demands. Career and Technical Education programs are designed to meet workforce 
needs, lead to a certificate or degree, and include general education coursework. 
Articulation agreements allow students to transfer seamlessly from institutions offering 

3 https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title53B/Chapter16/53B-16-S101.html?v=C53B-16-S101_1800010118000101 
(Extracted 21Sep2020) 
4  https://ushe.edu/wp-content/uploads/pdf/agendas/20200821/TAB_G.pdf (Extracted on 22Sep2020) 
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Technical Education to CTE and academic pathways. Regional universities emphasize 
teaching, scholarly, and creative achievements that complement pedagogy, learning, 
and community service. The institution is a leading contributor to the quality of life and 
economic development at the local and state levels. Student success is supported 
through developmental programs and services associated with a comprehensive 
community college.  5

 
Within the contexts of these two statements, a significant portion of the mission statement 
questions are answered for SUU. The current mission statement for SUU, which was approved 
by the Board of Trustees on 6/24/2016, as well as a service region were included in the Board 
meeting notes as well:  

Southern Utah University Mission (R312): Southern Utah University is a dynamic 
teaching and learning community that engages students in experiential education 
leading to personal growth, civic responsibility, and professional excellence. 

Service Region (R315): Iron, Garfield, Beaver 

Partners (53B-2a-112): Southwest Technical College 

This brief statement begins to answer the questions why SUU exists and who it serves, 
recognizing that the service region seems to be an area SUU must serve, but not a limiting 
factor for who it could serve. This mission also suggests that SUU must “fill regional or state 
workforce demands” and “allow students to transfer seamlessly from institutions offering 
Technical Education to CTE and academic pathways” 

Within that context, SUU has some flexibility in determining what other populations it serves and 
how it meets the portion of its mission that is outlined by USHE policy and the state legislature. 
Currently, SUU adds to its brief mission statement the following core themes and clarifying 
language: 

 
Explore - SUU explores diverse ideas, disciplines, skills, cultures, and places. 
Engage - SUU creates intentional and transformative learning experiences. 
Excel - SUU excels through a commitment to high-quality outcomes and student 
achievement.  6

 
In order to fulfill its mission, SUU will: 
 

Increase opportunities for the SUU learning community to explore complex problems and 
sense of purpose in the region, nation, and world. 

● Support student learning experiences beyond the traditional classroom 
setting. 

● Help students, faculty, and staff understand and appreciate varied 
perspectives and ideas. 

● Expand and support collaborative partnerships for learning. 
Engage students, faculty, and staff in practices that lead to meaningful learning. 

5 https://ushe.edu/wp-content/uploads/pdf/agendas/20200821/TAB_G.pdf (Extracted on 22Sep2020) 
6 Approved by Trustees 06/24/2016 - https://www.suu.edu/president/mission.html 
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● Provide students with the fundamentals of a modern Liberal Education. 
● Provide students with opportunities to design their own learning experiences, 

connect learning across disciplines, and apply learning to new contexts. 
● Optimize SUU’s educational, physical, technological, informational, financial, 

and human resources to maximize learning. 
Foster intellectual and creative engagement within the SUU campus community. 

● Enhance student learning environments by integrating teaching, scholarly, 
and creative efforts. 

Lead students, faculty, and staff to successful professional and educational outcomes. 
● Increase student retention and graduation rates. 
● Increase the number of students pursuing post-graduate opportunities. 
● Support faculty and staff in achieving their professional and personal goals. 

Prepare students for responsible citizenship in their communities and countries. 
● Involve students in practices that lead to higher participation rates in 

community service and democratic processes throughout their lives. 
Help students develop lives of purpose, fulfillment, and wellness. 

● Develop students that are lifelong learners that live fulfilled lives.  7

Evaluation of the Mission Statement 
Noting the discussion above, and before we begin to craft a vision for SUU’s future and a 
strategy to accomplish that vision, we need to review the current mission statement to make 
sure it adequately describes why SUU exists and who it serves. The mission statement should 
be “a concise explanation of the organization's reason for existence” and should describe “the 
organization's purpose and its overall intention.”  8

The invitation for each of us who are affiliated with SUU in some way is to evaluate the mission 
statement noted above to see if it accurately describes the mission of SUU within the context of 
being a regional institution within USHE with a mission to serve the region and fill statewide 
workforce needs. 

 

 
  

7 Approved by Trustees 06/24/2016 - https://www.suu.edu/president/mission.html 
8 
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/hr-qa/pages/isthereadifferencebetweenacom
pany%E2%80%99smission,visionandvaluestatements.aspx - Extracted 21 SEP 2020 
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Phase Two: The SUU Vision (December 2020) 
 
Phase two begins the work of planning the future. All stakeholders will be invited to help craft a 
vision statement that outlines where the University intends to be. Although many elements of 
the vision statement will have long-term implications for the institution, at this point we will make 
sure the vision statement clearly articulates where the institution intends to be within the timeline 
of the strategic plan (which will likely end up being the period from 2021-2025). This phase will 
also include the beginning effort to identify the key metrics by which SUU will know if it is inching 
closer to fulfilling its vision or if it has yet to make progress. This vision should include a clear 
picture of how SUU will set itself apart from similar institutions and how it will be distinctive. This 
vision should also outline how the university will increase its efforts to create sustainable models 
(financial, academic, environmental, social, etc…) to ensure its long term success. 
 

In order for an organization to build a vision for the future, it is important to have a clear mission 
and a shared understanding of what that mission means to all stakeholders. Once this mission 
is clear, the vision statement complements this mission statement by clearly outlining where the 
organization intends to be within a given period of time. SUU’s current vision statement is: 

Our Vision: Southern Utah University will receive national recognition for its innovations 
in learning, student success, and providing the best educational experience in the 
intermountain west.  9

This statement was approved by the Board of Trustees in 2016 and outlines a clear set of 
expectations for the future. In evaluating the success of this vision statement, we can identify 
where SUU made progress in each of the indicated areas. A brief overview of the success in 
each area is noted in Appendix C. 

The question then becomes, what is the next vision? This discussion should include elements of 
where the University will be in 10, 20, and 200 years, but primarily it should focus on the vision 
for the university within the timeframe for this strategic plan, which is anticipated to be 
2021-2025. If SUU develops a clear, effective, and focused strategic plan, that plan should 
guide the university toward achieving this vision by 2025. 

As the SUU community revisits the vision for SUU’s future, we should begin this discussion with 
an understanding of some of the parameters that set a context for this vision. Like the work 
completed on the mission statement, some of the dots that will comprise SUU’s vision have 
already been connected and form some of the context within which SUU will need to craft its 
vision for the future. These dots include a strategic group of institutions with whom SUU shares 
similar space in the market for ideas and student populations.  

9 Approved by Trustees 06/24/2016 - https://www.suu.edu/president/mission.html - Extracted 21 
September 2020 
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What is a Strategic Group? 
 
To identify a strategic group for SUU, we need to begin with a brief discussion about the context 
of higher education in the United States. The higher education landscape in the US is very 
diverse and identifying its size and scope is challenging. One article suggests that as of 2019, 
there were exactly 4,298 institutions of higher education.  This includes all types of institutions 10

including proprietary, non-profit, everything from a cosmetology school to a large research 
institution. Based on data from the Database of Accredited Postsecondary Institutions and 
Programs , it becomes evident that the picture is much more complicated than a single 11

number. When all accrediting agencies report the institutions or instructional sites for which they 
grant accreditation, the number of instructional sites or institutions grows to more than 32,000. 
This includes the 694 instructional sites for the University of Phoenix and more than 20 
institutions that have at least 100 different instructional sites. These institutions and sites are 
accredited by more than 60 accrediting agencies. The Council for Higher Education 
Accreditation (CHEA)  also recognizes more than 60 accreditation agencies, although their list 12

does not completely overlap the list of accreditors who report to the US Department of 
Education. Needless to say, the landscape of higher education institutions in the United States 
is very complex and diverse, and is changing rapidly.  
 
How does this relate to the creation of a vision for SUU’s future? Recognizing the complexity of 
the landscape, SUU must navigate to a position within higher education that results in SUU 
attracting and serving the population of students identified in its mission statement. To do this, 
SUU needs to identify what alternatives its potential students (and faculty and staff) would find 
as more attractive. These institutions or alternatives to education can form what is often called a 
strategic group or a subset of the larger population of higher education institutions that compete 
for similar students and offer similar programs. 
 
One part of the strategic group for SUU consists of the regional institutions within the state of 
Utah. Weber, Dixie, and UVU offer similar programs to a similar segment of the student 
population. To stay relevant, SUU must have a vision that separates itself from these institutions 
in ways that provide evidence that SUU is unique and a preferred choice for current and future 
faculty, staff, and students. Another way to identify a strategic group is to look at the other 
institutions that our current and potential students consider when applying to enroll.  
 

10 
https://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/articles/2019-02-15/how-many-universities-are-in-the-u
s-and-why-that-number-is-changing#:~:text=The%20short%20answer%3A%20There%20were,institutions
%20have%20opened%20satellite%20locations. 
11 https://ope.ed.gov/dapip/#/download-data-files (Data extracted on 21Sep2020 and analyzed by the 
author) 
12 https://www.chea.org/sites/default/files/other-content/directory-CHEA-recognized-orgs_70.pdf 
(extracted 22Sep2020) 
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However, looking only at similar institutions that make up a strategic group for SUU limits the 
scope of alternatives that SUU should consider in developing its vision. While many other forces 
compete with SUU for prospective students, we will only mention a few here. For example, 
potential faculty, staff, and students could consider seeking employment or education at larger 
research universities that are growing their umbrella to include students of all abilities and 
preparation levels (e.g., University of Maryland, Purdue University, Arizona State University, 
Colorado State University, Troy University). There has been significant growth in the for-profit or 
nonprofit new(er) entrants into the online higher education space (e.g., Western Governors 
University, Liberty University, University of Phoenix, Southern New Hampshire University, Grand 
Canyon University). There has also been increasing competition from organizations that offer 
alternatives to the bachelor's degree (e.g., degreed, ironhack, devmountain, Udacity), as well as 
movements that segment or devalue elements of the traditional bachelor's degree (i.e., 
micro-credentialing, industry certifications, competency-based completion programs).  
 
Recognizing the complexity of the higher education landscape, it is essential that SUU develop 
a clear vision for the future that answers many questions about its future including but not 
limited to: How will SUU differentiate itself from similar regional institutions like Dixie, Weber, 
and UVU? How will SUU continue to innovate so that it is not pushed out of some student 
markets by institutions that are growing their physical campus or expanding their online 
offerings? What is the future mix of students at SUU when considering all delivery modalities 
(online, hybrid, face-to-face)? What financial and pricing models should SUU deploy to ensure it 
is increasing access, affordability, equity, and quality? These are challenging questions, the 
answers to which should be manifest in the new SUU vision statement. 

Evaluation of the Vision Statement 
As SUU continues to evolve as an institution of higher learning and as the context in which it 
operates shifts, crafting a vision for SUU is a healthy and helpful process. This vision should 
guide institutional decisions and shape institutional culture. Also, it should be a statement that is 
clear and measurable. In 2025, the university should be able to answer the question, did SUU 
achieve its vision for 2025? Most likely the answer will be that SUU accomplished its vision “to 
some extent” as a vision should include some aspirational things, some that are hopeful, others 
that are necessary for the success of the institution. Developing a shared vision for SUU will 
help provide avenues for collaboration across the campus and clear outcomes for that work. It 
now becomes our opportunity to collectively answer questions about SUU’s vision for the future 
including: What kind of institution will SUU be in 2025? How will SUU look and feel different than 
it does today? In 2025, what adjectives will best describe SUU? 
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Phase Three: Building SUU’s Institutional Strategy 
(January/February 2020) 
 
Phase three includes identifying the gaps between where the university is now and where it 
hopes to be as outlined in its vision statement. This phase will include a clear review of 
institutional data and shortcomings in the data points relative to achieving the institution’s vision. 
Once those gaps are identified, the university collectively will create a plan (that is strategic) and 
outline the actions the institution will take to move more closely to fulfilling its vision. 

The Next Strategic Actions for SUU 
 
Now that we have updated the mission and crafted a vision for SUU, the next step is to develop 
a strategy to accomplish this vision. In practice, an institutional strategy is the set of actions that 
moves the university from where it is (current place, strengths and weaknesses) to where it 
hopes to be (fulfilling its vision) within the context of its mission and values. 
 
Implementing innovation and shifting institutional strategy are not foreign concepts to SUU. SUU 
has been engaged in a number of strategic moves that have shifted its position relative to other 
institutions or education alternatives. A few of these moves include: 
 

● An effort to become the state’s public liberal arts institution,  
● A collaborative agreement between SUU and Southwest Technical College (which 

allows for joint granting of credit),  
● A new academic calendar and course schedule that allows students to complete 

bachelor’s degrees in three years,  
● An expansion into online programming through SUU Online,  
● A move to a college or school-based strategy that creates an opportunity for deans, 

chairs, faculty, and staff to accept greater ownership of students’ success,  
● A bachelor of general studies degree for less than $10,000 (offered through the SUU 

Speedway Campus). 
 
In order to stay relevant, innovation and strategic positioning by the institution is critical. A 
constant awareness of SUU’s market position and the actions the institution needs to take to 
stay relevant is the purpose of the strategic planning process. Questions that need to be 
answered as strategic actions are planned include: Which strategic actions should SUU take to 
bridge the gap between where it is now and where it needs to be to fulfill its vision? Which 
strategic actions does SUU need to take to stay ahead of the innovation curve in higher 
education? What does SUU need to do to maintain its place as a first-choice institution for 
potential students and employees? 
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A Note on Planned and Emergent Strategies 
 
As SUU works through the process of crafting its institutional strategy, significant work will be 
put into identifying the gaps that need to be filled and the actions the institution needs to take to 
fill these gaps. However, SUU operates in an environment with imperfect information. SUU also 
operates in an environment that continues to change. As such, we should assume that when the 
strategic plan is finished, it won’t be complete.  
 
The strategic plan should have built into it the idea that there should be both planned and 
emergent strategies. On occasion, there is a tendency to believe that if something is not in the 
strategic plan, it should not be implemented. This thinking assumes that the environment today 
is the same environment we will have tomorrow and next year and beyond. Strategic plans are 
most helpful when they identify a clear direction and set of actions to be taken to fulfill a vision, 
but also provide space for new ideas and actions to emerge. This process of planning, 
implementing, evaluating, rethinking, reforming, and replacing plans and actions is the most 
helpful approach to strategic planning. In this way, the strategic plan is a living document that 
shifts and molds with the institution as the university changes and as our environment shifts. 

Identifying Strategic Actions 
 
The strategic plan should include a list of intended or planned actions that SUU hopes to 
complete within the timeframe of the plan. They should be written in a way that allows every 
member of the SUU community to understand the mission, clearly see the vision, and articulate 
how the actions the university intends to take will bring the university from its current position 
toward fulfilling its vision. In identifying strategic actions it is important to note the difference 
between improving operational effectiveness and implementing strategic actions.  Operational 13

effectiveness focuses on doing the same things other universities are doing, but doing them 
better. 
 
Many strategic plans fail because they become a long laundry list of everything the university 
needs to improve. While improving operations is important, and something everyone on campus 
should be engaged in all the time, it is not the essence of implementing strategic actions. A 
strategy should include specific things the university intends to do that are unique when 
compared to other institutions and should shift the university in a new or innovative direction. 
So, just because an institutional problem is not specifically noted in the plan as something 
requiring correction does not mean it won’t receive attention. The plan should focus on the 
strategic actions the university intends to take which will result in the university being different 
from other alternatives, recognizing that the university also needs to continually make its 
operations efficient and effective. Improving operations and implementing strategic actions are 
essential to the operation of a successful university.  

13 Porter, M. E. (1996). What Is Strategy? Harvard Business Review, 74(6), 61–78. 
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Epilogue: Building a Culture of Strategic Thinking and Operational 
Effectiveness (March 2020 and Beyond) 
 
Through this process, SUU will have verified, modified, and updated its mission to reflect a clear 
picture of who it serves and why it exists. SUU will have a clear vision of who it hopes to 
become. SUU will also have a clear strategy that will identify the bold moves the institution will 
take to reshape its work and reframe its outcomes. These plans and actions are shaped within 
the context in which SUU operates. Once this is complete, the work of implementation begins. 
This includes enhancing a culture that is both responsive to new information and true to its 
planned strategy. Nurturing this culture is the real work of strategic planning and implementation 
and will be an effort that lasts throughout and beyond the timeframe for this newly created 
strategic plan. 
 
How does a university ensure that its strategic plan does not become a document exceeding a 
hundred pages that no one reads? One effort to accomplish this feat (and it is a challenging 
one), is to ensure that the plan is simple and straightforward, and answers a few basic 
questions.  
 
Those questions include:  

● The mission of the university is….  
● The vision for the future is….  
● The strategic actions the university intends to take are…..  

 
In a few succinct pages, every member of the university community should be able to read, 
digest, and implement the answers to these questions. If this strategic planning process is done 
well, the strategic plan will be a guiding document for institutional decisions. It will also be a 
consistent element of conversations that begin with, “what’s going on at SUU?” 
 
The second piece of a successful strategic plan implementation is the establishment and growth 
of a culture of strategic thinking. Normal conversations about campus life more often focus on 
how SUU (and this includes all departments and areas) is doing things that are different and 
unique from other institutions. The vision spreads across campus and becomes a regular part of 
the daily planning of everyone's work. As this culture grows, members of the SUU community 
begin to see that we can shape the future and that moving the university to a different place in 
its environment builds institutional sustainability and health.  
 
And finally, as strategic actions begin to inch the institution toward its vision, the campus 
community will identify challenges within operations that are hindering SUU’s ability to achieve 
its vision. Those inefficient and ineffective practices that weigh the institution down and hinder 
its progress become “past practices.” Increasing efficiency becomes a normal way of work for 
everyone.  
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Appendix A: Worksheets  
Worksheets to Engage All Stakeholders in Refining SUU’s Mission, Vision, and Strategy 

 

Worksheet 1: The Mission Statement 
 
As a member of the SUU community, you are invited to participate in the revision of the SUU 
mission statement, vision statement, and strategic plan. This form is shared with you to guide 
your participation. Dates for the review of each section will be shared from the committee. 
 
Please answer each of the questions below, and share your answers with your peers, 
colleagues, and those who are involved in the SUU Strategic Planning Committee.  
 
 
The Current SUU Mission Statement: Southern Utah University is a dynamic teaching and 
learning community that engages students in experiential education leading to personal growth, 
civic responsibility, and professional excellence. 
 
Which words or statements in the current SUU mission need to stay? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Which words or statements need to be added to the mission statement? 
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Worksheet 2: The Vision Statement 
 
As a member of the SUU community, you are invited to participate in the revision of the SUU 
mission statement, vision statement, and strategic plan. This form is shared with you to guide 
your participation. Dates for the review of each section will be shared from the committee. 
 
Please answer each of the questions below, and share your answers with your peers, 
colleagues, and those who are involved in the SUU Strategic Planning Committee.  
 
The Current SUU Vision Statement is: Southern Utah University will receive national 
recognition for its innovations in learning, student success, and providing the best educational 
experience in the intermountain west. 
 
What words or statements need to stay in the SUU vision statement? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What words or statements need to be added to the SUU vision statement? 
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Worksheet 3: Planning New Strategic Actions 
 
As the SUU community looks to the future, what gaps exist between where SUU is now and 
where the institution will be when it fulfills its vision? Regarding strategic actions, please 
remember that there is a significant difference between operational effectiveness and building 
strategy. You may notice many things SUU can do “better” on campus. These could include 
areas in which you see inefficiencies in campus operations or in course scheduling. These 
discussions are important and we should fix problem areas as soon as they are identified. But, 
improving operations just helps SUU become more efficient, it does not help build strategy. 
Strategy is about being different than SUU has been, serving new student populations, 
providing unique opportunities, creating programs or services that other universities are not 
currently offering. So… 
 
 
 
What does SUU need to do that is new or different than it is currently doing in order to fulfil its 
mission? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What institutional actions should SUU consider to more completely achieve its vision?  
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Appendix B: A History of SUU Mission and Vision Statements 
Below is a history of the purpose, mission and/or vision statements of SUU. These statements 
were pulled from the academic catalogs. If statements for a time period were similar, those 
years were combined. Only significant departures or modifications are noted below. 

 

1897-1957 

No mission statement found 

1957-1958 

Specifically, the basic purposes of the College of Southern Utah are: 1. To train elementary 
teachers. All upper and lower division courses necessary for a bachelor’s degree are offered. 2. 
To give special three-year courses in Agronomy, Agricultural Economics, and Animal 
Husbandry, enabling a student to obtain his bachelor’s degree by attending the U.S.U. one 
additional year. 3. To offer basic professional and cultural courses leading toward advanced 
degrees in any field. These courses parallel similar courses given at other institutions. 4. To 
offer opportunities for a college education to high school graduates and adults. 5. To offer 
specially designed cultural, terminal, semi-professional, and practical vocational trade courses 
to satisfy the needs of those not particularly interested in college graduation. Students are 
prepared for immediate positions in agriculture, business and industry. 6. To stress training for 
citizenship and for the formulation of character-building ideals; also, to develop a higher 
appreciation of culture and to acquire values that will enable one to enjoy his leisure time and 
his vocational interests. 7. To help students find themselves and their places in a complex social 
and economic order through an effective guidance program. 8. To enable students to serve their 
country by taking military training while in pursuance of their college education, if they desire.  

In other words, the purpose of the College is to provide the area with trained leadership in whom 
is inculcated high ideals and a sincere appreciation of culture together with a sympathetic 
understanding of the people’s needs. Along with this is the purpose to offer to the youth of the 
area an opportunity to obtain college training that will help them to achieve their personal 
ambition be that ambition a vocational, a professional or aesthetic development. The only 
restriction on the offerings at CSU is a legal provision in the founding act limiting the courses 
taught to those fields offered by the USU at Logan, Utah, of which institution the CSU is a 
branch. CSU is a school with vision and promise for the future, offering unrivaled opportunities 
to students beginning their college education.  

1970-1982 

Southern Utah State College provides educational opportunities within the Utah State System of 
Higher Education for those students whose needs are best served in a small-to medium-size 
four-year college with its residential life and sense of community. Although founded primarily as 
a teacher training institution, SUSC has provided leaders in the agricultural, business, and 
political as well as the educational life, especially of many of the smaller communities and rural 
areas of Utah for three quarters of a century. At present, the College is authorized to offer 
undergraduate liberal and practical education in the arts and sciences and in authorized 
professional training in teacher education, business, and technology. In addition, the College 
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continues its historic role in offering pre-professional courses, and, as a designated area 
vocational school, it provides certified programs in vocational and technical subjects. The 
College is an important center for continuing education, providing evening classes, summer 
school, and special conferences, and workshops. The College also provides leadership in 
community development and other public service activities. A staff of nearly 200 serves a 
student community of some 2,000 enrolled from all areas of Utah, from over half the states, and 
from a half dozen foreign countries. In filling its role, SUSC also provides a wide range of 
co-curricular activities, including drama, athletics, music, forensics, student government, etc. 

1982-1984 

Prospective students should know two things about Southern Utah State College. It is an 
academically superior four-year public college with an enrollment of just over 2,000 students. 
And it is not primarily a research institution; it is a teaching college where the resources of the 
entire college focus on the student. They should also know that this is an uncommon college 
whose traditions and reputation set it apart. SUSC is the product of hardy pioneers working 
against almost insurmountable odds. Decades ago, men literally risked their lives to gather 
lumber for its first buildings. Families mortgaged their homes; one man even sold his farm to 
provide operating funds for the school. It is a story unmatched in the annals of American higher 
education. Scholastically, the college is a gem, the crown jewel of Utah's education system. 
From nationally acclaimed theater and debate programs to career oriented vocational technical 
programs, it is outstanding. And it is outstanding, not because of monumental buildings, but 
because the emphasis of the college rests squarely on the students. Professors are measured 
not only by their research and their publications but first and foremost by how well they teach 
their students. Classes remain small enough that students get the careful attention they 
deserve. And that is what makes SUSC strong-outstanding professors, master teachers, 
working one-on-one with students, and a heritage of excellence that goes back to some of the 
West's earliest pioneers. 

1984-1986 

Southern Utah State College (SUSC) Is a comprehensive, four-year, accredited college. 
Enrolling more than 2500 students, SUSC personalized teaching. The resources of the entire 
college focus on the student. As a result, SUSC Is an Institution of uncommon quality. 
Scholastically, the college is regarded by many as the crown jewel of Utah's educational 
system. From nationally acclaimed theatre arts, debate, teacher and business education 
programs, to vocational training, SUSC ·Is exceptional. What sets SUSC apart is strong, 
outstanding professors-master teachers working one-on-one with students. Four schools within 
the College offer master's, bachelor's and associate degree programs, One-year· vocational 
certificates provide an added alternative to students. In 1983, SUSC awarded 356 bachelor's 
and associate degrees, 72 certificates of completion, and 12 master's degrees. SUSC actively 
advances continuing education programs, the Summer Session and telecourses, which reach 
throughout the intermountain region. Affiliated with the College is the Internationally acclaimed 
Utah Shakespearean Festival, the American Folk Ballet, the Braithwaite Fine Arts · Gallery and 
the Ashcroft Observatory. 

1986-1990 

Southern Utah State College (SUSC) is a public four-year accredited college. It serves the 
region of southern Utah as an important center for advanced learning and public service. SUSC 
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students select their courses from departments and programs in the School of Arts and Letters 
and the School of Science and from the professional schools of Education and Business. More 
than 400 faculty and staff serve SUSC's undergraduate and graduate students. 

 

1991-1996 

Located in Cedar City, Southern Utah University has the mission of a four-year comprehensive 
undergraduate teaching institution meeting the baccalaureate and assigned vocational training 
needs of southern Utah. The University offers liberal arts courses leading to baccalaureate 
degrees in the humanities, arts, and sciences; professional study in teacher education, 
business, and technology; approved pre professional certificates and Associate of Applied 
Science degrees in vocational-technical and agricultural fields; and authorized outreach and 
continuing education programs. Through Regent action, a Master's of Accountancy degree is 
offered by the University, and a Master of Education degree is available through a cooperative 
program with Utah State University. Any new graduate programs authorized for the institution 
should not be oriented toward traditional basic research and should be provided only when 
Regent criteria for approving new graduate programs have been satisfied. 

1996-1999 

Southern Utah University is a comprehensive, public university dedicated to promoting 
knowledge and skills through excellence in teaching, scholarship and public service. 
Fundamental to its role and central to its disciplines are superior teaching and scholarly 
research applications that complement teaching. The University is assigned to meet the 
baccalaureate, applied technology training, and professional graduate education requirements 
of southern Utah as determined by the Board of Regents. Such programs, particularly at the 
graduate level, are offered independently or in cooperation with other institutions. The University 
is also committed to promoting the economic, technological, and cultural development of its 
service area. The University aspires to educate students for the future in a changing, global 
environment; hence, it engages in activities of instruction and public service, scholarship and 
regional development. Because of its role as a regional leader, the University addresses unique 
needs of rural students, communities, public education, and partnerships with business and 
industry. Students qualify for admission to the University based on criteria that predict a 
reasonable expectation of success in university studies. Eligibility for admission and progress 
toward degree completion requires standards of academic performance and outcomes 
assessment. University Center(s) administered by the University under the direction of the 
Board of Regents are committed to providing joint services with community colleges and upper 
division coursework as needed in neighboring counties of SUU's service area. 

1999-2005 

As a community of learners, Southern Utah University serves as a comprehensive regional 
university to encourage a lifelong love of learning, to foster academic excellence, to instill ethics 
and values and to honor thought in all its finest forms. Foremost to our role and central to our 
disciplines are superior teaching and quality service to students. Fundamental to our purpose 
are scholarly activities and public service. Our mission is to provide students a personalized 
learning environment to foster meaningful experiences involving the mind, heart and hands, 
which: 1. Affirm integrity, the search for truth and respect for all people as the foundation of 
education; 2. Develop communication, analytic, creative and information gathering skills; 3. 
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Prepare students as informed and responsible citizens and for effective roles in families and 
other societal organizations; 4. Afford opportunities for success in students' personal and 
professional lives by providing service and leadership experiences in a residential campus 
setting; 5. Enhance economic, technological and cultural development of the communities 
served. Southern Utah University provides baccalaureate, applied technology, and selected 
graduate education. We address the unique needs of rural students and communities; serve as 
a major cultural center for southern Utah; and create partnerships with public and higher 
education, government, business and industry. 

2005-2006 

In a rapidly changing global community, higher education institutions must educate students to 
be critical thinkers, effective communicators, lifelong learners and individuals who demonstrate 
integrity and empathy as they pursue their lives’ ambitions.  Capitalizing on our unique 
environment, Southern Utah University will prepare its graduates to excel in these areas by 
emphasizing the following core values:  Academic Excellence, Community and Social 
Responsibility, and Involvement and Personal Growth.  Our Mission:  Southern Utah University 
is a comprehensive regional institution committed to providing an excellent education through a 
diverse, dynamic, and personalized learning environment.  Our Vision: Southern Utah University 
will be nationally recognized as a premier regional university where exemplary faculty and staff, 
personalized learning, and academic integrity, enable students and graduates to honor thought 
in all its finest forms and to excel in life.  

2006-2015 

Southern Utah University is a comprehensive, regional institution offering graduate, 
baccalaureate, associate, and technical programs. SUU is committed to providing an excellent 
education through a diverse, dynamic and personalized learning environment. The university 
educates students to be critical thinkers, effective communicators, lifelong learners and 
individuals who demonstrate integrity and empathy as they pursue their lives’ ambitions. Our 
Vision: Southern Utah University will be nationally recognized as a premier regional university 
where exemplary faculty and staff, personalized learning, and academic integrity, enable 
students and graduates to honor thought in all its finest forms and to excel in life.  

2015-2016 

Southern Utah University, as our founders envisioned, is a dynamic teaching and learning 
community inspired by its unique natural surroundings. As Utah’s designated public liberal arts 
and sciences university, SUU engages students in a personalized and rigorous experiential 
education, empowering them to be productive citizens, socially responsible leaders, high 
achievers and lifelong learners.  

Vision: 

Southern Utah University will be nationally recognized as a premier institution of learning known 
for enabling its students to honor thought in all its finest forms, achieve excellence in their 
chosen field, and create positive change in the world.  

2016-2020 
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Southern Utah University is a dynamic teaching and learning community that engages students 
in experiential education leading to personal growth, civic responsibility, and professional 
excellence. 

Vision: 

Southern Utah University will receive national recognition for its innovations in learning, student 
success, and providing the best educational experience in the intermountain west.  
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Appendix C: Evidence of SUU achieving its vision to…. 
Receive national recognition for innovations in learning and student success 

 
Aviation 

● Arizona Republic Online - President Trump Signs SUU Aviation Bill Into Law 
● Daily Times Leader Online - President Trump Signs SUU Aviation Bill Into Law 
● Arizona Republic Online - NSA Designates Southern Utah University as a National 

Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense Education 
 
Jump Start 

● Daily Herald - Cook County Online - Southern Utah University Makes General Education 
Relevant Again 

 
Semester in the parks 

● https://gephardtdaily.com/local/suu-files-trademark-on-title-university-of-the-parks/ 
 
3 year degree 

● PRWeb - 3-Year Bachelor Degree Option at SUU Saves Students Time and Money 
● Arizona Republic Online - Utah Legislature Approves 3-Year Bachelor Degree Program 

at SUU 
 
STech Partnership 

● Buffalo News Online, The - Historic Dual Enrollment Program Receives Final Approval 
for SUU and Southwest Tech 

● Daily Herald - Cook County Online - Historic Dual Enrollment Program Receives Final 
Approval for SUU and Southwest Tech 

● Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - Historic Dual Enrollment Program Receives Final 
Approval for SUU and Southwest Tech 

● Mammoth Times Online - Southern Utah University and Southwest Tech Launch Dual 
Enrollment Program 

 
Receive national recognition for student success 

● U.S. News - What to ask about a College's First-Year Experience 
● Independent - SUU mentor program SOAR increases sophomore retention rates 
● AviationPROS.com - Sundance Helicopters Partners with Southern Utah University for 

SkyPath Helicopter Pilot Development Initiative 
● General Aviation News Online - Single mom of five pursues her dream to become a pilot 
● Buffalo News Online, The - Southern Utah University Solving the Retention Puzzle 
● AviationPROS.com - Helping Women Fly With SUU Aviation 
● Education Dive - 5 keys to boosting student retention 
● Arizona Republic Online - SUU Professor and Microsoft Publishes Study on Girls in 

STEM 
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http://finance.azcentral.com/azcentral/news/read/37075081/president_trump_signs_suu_aviation_bill_into_law
http://business.dailytimesleader.com/dailytimesleader/news/read/37075081/president_trump_signs_suu_aviation_bill_into_law
http://finance.azcentral.com/azcentral/news/read/36506434/nsa_designates_southern_utah_university_as_a_national_center_of_academic_excellence_in_cyber_defense_education
http://finance.azcentral.com/azcentral/news/read/36506434/nsa_designates_southern_utah_university_as_a_national_center_of_academic_excellence_in_cyber_defense_education
http://finance.dailyherald.com/dailyherald/news/read/36061051/southern_utah_university_makes_general_education_relevant_again
http://finance.dailyherald.com/dailyherald/news/read/36061051/southern_utah_university_makes_general_education_relevant_again
https://gephardtdaily.com/local/suu-files-trademark-on-title-university-of-the-parks/
https://www.prweb.com/releases/3_year_bachelor_degree_option_at_suu_saves_students_time_and_money/prweb16305579.htm
http://finance.azcentral.com/azcentral/news/read/37998117/utah_legislature_approves_3
http://finance.azcentral.com/azcentral/news/read/37998117/utah_legislature_approves_3
http://markets.buffalonews.com/buffnews/news/read/37744292/historic_dual_enrollment_program_receives_final_approval_for_suu_and_southwest_tech
http://markets.buffalonews.com/buffnews/news/read/37744292/historic_dual_enrollment_program_receives_final_approval_for_suu_and_southwest_tech
http://finance.dailyherald.com/dailyherald/news/read/37744292/historic_dual_enrollment_program_receives_final_approval_for_suu_and_southwest_tech
http://finance.dailyherald.com/dailyherald/news/read/37744292/historic_dual_enrollment_program_receives_final_approval_for_suu_and_southwest_tech
http://markets.post-gazette.com/postgazette/news/read/37744292/historic_dual_enrollment_program_receives_final_approval_for_suu_and_southwest_tech
http://markets.post-gazette.com/postgazette/news/read/37744292/historic_dual_enrollment_program_receives_final_approval_for_suu_and_southwest_tech
http://business.mammothtimes.com/mammothtimes/news/read/36032780/southern_utah_university_and_southwest_tech_launch_dual_enrollment_program
http://business.mammothtimes.com/mammothtimes/news/read/36032780/southern_utah_university_and_southwest_tech_launch_dual_enrollment_program
https://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/articles/2019-09-18/what-to-ask-about-a-colleges-first-year-experience
http://suindependent.com/suu-mentor-program-soar-increases-sophomore-retention-rates/
https://www.aviationpros.com/aircraft/rotorcraft/press-release/21070011/sundance-helicopters-partners-with-southern-utah-university-for-skypath-helicopter-pilot-development-initiative
https://www.aviationpros.com/aircraft/rotorcraft/press-release/21070011/sundance-helicopters-partners-with-southern-utah-university-for-skypath-helicopter-pilot-development-initiative
https://generalaviationnews.com/2019/01/02/single-mom-of-five-pursues-her-dream-to-become-a-pilot/
http://markets.buffalonews.com/buffnews/news/read/36650735/southern_utah_university_solving_the_retention_puzzle
http://www.aviationpros.com/press_release/12416766/helping-women-fly-with-suu-aviation
https://www.educationdive.com/news/5-keys-to-boosting-student-retention/525289/
http://finance.azcentral.com/azcentral/news/read/36108846/suu_professor_and_microsoft_publishes_study_on_girls_in_stem
http://finance.azcentral.com/azcentral/news/read/36108846/suu_professor_and_microsoft_publishes_study_on_girls_in_stem


Other 
● Oklahoman Online - Top Fastest Online MBA Programs 
● Chronicle of Higher Education Online - College Presidents Land a New Gig: Podcasting 
● Cision PRWeb - OnlineMasters.com Names Top Master's in Music Programs for 2019 
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http://stocks.newsok.com/newsok/news/read/38087310/top_fastest_online_mba_programs
https://www.chronicle.com/article/College-Presidents-Land-a-New/244288
https://www.prweb.com/releases/onlinemasters_com_names_top_master_s_in_music_programs_for_2019/prweb15924762.htm

